INTRODUCTION OF ALUTICA THUMB TENSION HOOK

Item #: HH067
Material: Aircraft grade aluminum
Size: 20mm, 25mm
Color: Various colors available

2 different sizes in right and left opening direction

Descriptions
- Lightweight and strong
- Urban style look with practical design
- Easy to grab with your thumb when operating
- Excellent corrosion resistance
- Custom logo can be applied
- Ideal for any webbing fasteners including outdoors bags, fashion bags, duffels, and more.

CONTACT US TO GET SAMPLES!

TRIMMERS VIETNAM CO., LTD
Plot CN16, Block 5 and part of Block 4, Road 6, Song Than 3 Industrial Park Phu Tan Ward, Thu Dau Mot City, Binh Duong, Viet Nam
sales@trimmers-pro.com
(+84) 274.379.8600 or (+84) 274.379.8700